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2 0 1 8  f i r e  t a b l e

c o l l e c t i o n s



love our american-made

fire tables

Visit us online at 

patioplanner.homecrest.com 

to design and create a layout for

your dream outdoor space using 

Homecrest’s Interactive Patio Planner!

Need help visualizing your 

Homecrest outdoor furniture? Visit 

the Interactive Design Center at 

design.homecrest.com to 

create a look that fits 

your style!

pp

Embracing one of the hottest trends in outdoor living, Homecrest is proud to 

be an industry leader in outdoor fire tables. Available in coffee, chat, dining 

and balcony heights, Homecrest fire tables offer a powerful 60,000 BTU burner 

(30,000 BTU on fire tables with the Nova base) and come standard with your 

choice of fire jewelry, as well as a secure key and match-throw ignition. This 

incredible heat will extend your outdoor season and add ambiance to your 

outdoor space. Note: Rectangle and Nova base fire pits come standard with an 

elevated Onyx riser under the fire bowl. 

all about your fire table1

dc

The rectangular fire tables feature a required fire burner riser and propane drawer. The riser elevates the burner to reduce 

the surface temperature on the fire pit top and the drawer allows for easy access to the propane tank. Each fire table 

comes equipped with a removable key valve to easily control the flame and the option of a glass guard to contain the flame 

in windy conditions.
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Conversation sets help create the feel of a living room in your outdoor space. Choose a pair of chat chairs with ottomans 

and/or a side table; or a set with a sofa and/or loveseat and coffee or fire pit.

selecting for an outdoor dining or conversation space

5-piece dining set:  

Seats four. Four dining chairs 

and a 54" dining fire table. 

Ideal rug size: 9 ft

5-piece conversation set:  

Seats four. Four chat chairs 

and a chat fire pit.

Ideal rug size: 8 ft x 10 ft

7-piece conversation set:  

Seats eight. Left arm chat chair, armless sofa, 

right arm loveseat, two chat chairs, corner 

table and a coffee fire pit. 

Ideal rug size: 8 ft x 10 ft

1.  

Select a

fire table collection,

top size, shape and 

fire table height

(ex. Timber

42” Round Chat) 

2.  

Pick a 

fire table base color

(ex. Hickory)

Note: Duo-Tone option is 

available for Valero bases 

only (select a frame color 

and a side panel color).

3.  

Select a 

fire table top color 

(ex. Sequoia)

Note: Duo-Tone option is 

available for Mode fire 

pits only (select a base 

color and a top color).

4.  

Choose your

reflective fire 

jewelry and optional 

accessories

(ex. Platinum)

Note: Your choice of one 

or two colors. Nova base 

fire pits only allow one 

color selection.

3 let's build a fire table
Painted frames feature a five-year residential limited warranty, three-year solid surface top warranty and two-year fire burner 

warranty. 

Frame Side
Panel



breeze aluminum
Enjoy the beauty of the outdoors with Homecrest's stunning Breeze table. The 

attractive and functional Breeze tables feature an all-aluminum construction and 

are well suited for both dining and deep seating applications. Whether by the dock 

or on your patio, the Breeze tables combine style and function to create a fresh 

look in your outdoor space. 
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42” coffee 

4642LBR

Valero Base

H: 19” (shown)

54” coffee 

4654LBR

Valero Base

H: 19”

30” chat

3430CBR

Nova Base

H: 24.5”

36” chat 

3436CBR

Nova Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

42” dining 

4642DBR

Valero Base

H: 27.5”

54” dining 

4654DBR

Valero Base

H: 27.5” (shown)

42” balcony 

4642BBR

Valero Base

H: 34.5”

54” balcony 

4654BBR

Valero Base

H: 34.5” (shown)

42” chat 

4642CBR

Valero Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

54” chat 

4654CBR

Valero Base

H: 24.5”

aurora base  Features a 1.5" edge profile.

nova & valero bases  Features a 1.5" edge profile.

Nova Base: Each fire table comes standard with a 12" round 30,000 BTU black burner, external key valve, 10 lbs of fire jewelry 

(select one color) and a black fire burner riser.

Valero Base: Each fire table comes standard with a 20" round 60,000 BTU black burner, external key valve and 20 lbs of fire 

jewelry (select one or two colors). Duo-Tone option is available (select a frame color and a side panel color).

32” x 52” coffee 

893252XLBR

Aurora Base

H: 19” (shown)

32” x 52” chat 

893252XCBR

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

Each fire table comes standard with a 12" x 24" rectangular 60,000 BTU black burner, external key valve, 20 lbs of fire jewelry 

(select one or two colors) and a black fire burner riser. 

34 - niko

available top & base colors

52 - cognac 04 - sedona 05 - hickory 28 - carbon 88 - storm 84 - onyx 35 - glacier

Note: The fire burner is a stainless steel black powder-coated burner. View fire jewelry colors and additional accessories on 

page 18. The 19” coffee fire pit requires a horizontal tank that is sold separately. Use model number 005269 when ordering. 

Duo-Tone option available for Valero bases only (select a frame color and a side panel color).

Add some glamour and pizzazz to your fire pit with Homecrest’s reflective fire jewelry!

MiX    MatcH
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32” x 52” coffee 

133252L

Aurora Base

H: 19” (shown)

36” x 60” coffee 

133660L

Aurora Base

H: 19” (shown) 

32” x 52” chat 

133252C

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

36” x 60” chat 

133660C

Aurora Base 

H: 24.5” (shown)

mode aluminum
Add an element of sophistication to your outdoor space with Homecrest's Mode 

collection! With clean lines and contemporary inspiration, Mode sets the new 

standard in casual chic. Mode features a floating aluminum rectangular top 

and a sleek appearance that brings an elegant style to your outdoor space. 

Customize your Mode table, and select from a wide variety of heights and sizes 

to complement your outdoor seating. The aluminum top panels that float over the 

base frame are available in all frame finishes. Duo-Tone your Mode table or fire pit 

by selecting one color for the top panels and a coordinating color for the base.

aurora base  Features a 3” edge profile.

Each fire table comes standard with a 12” x 24” rectangular 60,000 BTU black burner, external key valve, 20 lbs of fire jewelry 

(select one or two colors) and a black fire burner riser. Duo-Tone option is available (select a frame color and a top color).

34 - niko

available top & base colors

52 - cognac 04 - sedona 05 - hickory 28 - carbon 88 - storm 84 - onyx 35 - glacier

Note: The fire burner is a stainless steel black powder-coated burner. View fire jewelry colors and additional accessories on 

page 18. The 19” coffee fire pit requires a horizontal tank that is sold separately. Use model number 005269 when ordering. 

Duo-Tone option available for Valero bases only (select a frame color and a side panel color).

Add some glamour and pizzazz to your fire pit with Homecrest’s reflective fire jewelry!

MiX    MatcH



sandstone natural series
Homecrest's Sandstone tables give your outdoor space a solid foundation. 

The inspiration for this natural-looking table top comes from the Southwestern 

quarries of the United States. Full of beautiful, rough-hewn detail, Sandstone 

tables offer years of low maintenance and architecturally pleasing outdoor 

enjoyment. With its flawlessly natural look, this durable table will provide the 

perfect finishing touch for any outdoor furniture set.
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42” coffee 

4642LSS

Valero Base

H: 19” (shown)

54” coffee 

4654LSS

Valero Base

H: 19”

30” chat

3430CSS

Nova Base

H: 24.5”

36” chat 

3436CSS

Nova Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

42” dining 

4642DSS

Valero Base

H: 27.5”

54” dining 

4654DSS

Valero Base

H: 27.5” (shown)

42” balcony 

4642BSS

Valero Base

H: 34.5”

54” balcony 

4654BSS

Valero Base

H: 34.5” (shown)

42” chat 

4642CSS

Valero Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

54” chat 

4654CSS

Valero Base

H: 24.5”

aurora base  Features a 3” natural edge profile.

nova & valero bases  Features a 1.5” natural edge profile.

Nova Base: Each fire table comes standard with a 12” round 30,000 BTU black burner, external key valve, 10 lbs of fire jewelry 

(select one color) and a black fire burner riser.

Valero Base: Each fire table comes standard with a 20” round 60,000 BTU black burner, external key valve and 20 lbs of fire 

jewelry (select one or two colors). Duo-Tone option is available (select a frame color and a side panel color).

32” x 52” coffee 

893252XLSS

Aurora Base

H: 19” (shown)

36” x 60” coffee 

893660XLSS

Aurora Base

H: 19” (shown)

Each fire table comes standard with a 12” x 24” rectangular 60,000 BTU black burner, external key valve, 20 lbs of fire jewelry 

(select one or two colors) and a black fire burner riser. 

73 - dune

available top & base colors

20 - sequoia 21 - drift 70 - char

Note: The fire burner is a stainless steel black powder-coated burner. View fire jewelry colors and additional accessories on 

page 18. The 19” coffee fire pit requires a horizontal tank that is sold separately. Use model number 005269 when ordering. 

Duo-Tone option available for Valero bases only (select a frame color and a side panel color).

Add some glamour and pizzazz to your fire pit with Homecrest’s reflective fire jewelry!

MiX    MatcH

32” x 52” chat 

893252XCSS

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

36” x 60” chat 

893660XCSS

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” (shown)



shadow rock natural series
Homecrest's elegant Shadow Rock fire tables provide a modern look and perfect 

complement to any outdoor furniture set. With its beautiful, distinct texture and 

natural colors, the Shadow Rock fire table creates a stunning centerpiece for your 

outdoor area and provides a laid-back atmosphere of relaxation and conversation. 

Available in several heights, top sizes and finishes, Shadow Rock features top-

quality, American-made components that will withstand weather and can be used 

season after season.
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42” coffee 

4642LSH

Valero Base

H: 19” (shown)

48” coffee 

4648LSH

Valero Base

H: 19”

30” chat

3430CSH

Nova Base

H: 24.5”

36” chat 

3436CSH

Nova Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

42” dining 

4642DSH

Valero Base

H: 27.5”

48” dining 

4648DSH

Valero Base

H: 27.5” (shown)

42” balcony 

4642BSH

Valero Base

H: 34.5”

48” balcony 

4648BSH

Valero Base

H: 34.5” (shown)

42” chat 

4642CSH

Valero Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

48” chat 

4648CSH

Valero Base

H: 24.5”

aurora base  Features a 3” natural edge profile.

nova & valero bases  Features a 1.5” natural edge profile.

Nova Base: Each fire table comes standard with a 12” round 30,000 BTU black burner, external key valve, 10 lbs of fire jewelry 

(select one color) and a black fire burner riser.

Valero Base: Each fire table comes standard with a 20” round 60,000 BTU black burner, external key valve and 20 lbs of fire 

jewelry (select one or two colors). Duo-Tone option is available (select a frame color and a side panel color).

32” x 52” coffee 

893252XLSH

Aurora Base

H: 19” (shown)

36” x 60” coffee 

893660XLSH

Aurora Base

H: 19” (shown)

Each fire table comes standard with a 12” x 24” rectangular 60,000 BTU black burner, external key valve, 20 lbs of fire jewelry 

(select one or two colors) and a black fire burner riser. 

71 - pebble

available top & base colors

74 - boulder 72 - midnight

Note: The fire burner is a stainless steel black powder-coated burner. View fire jewelry colors and additional accessories on 

page 18. The 19” coffee fire pit requires a horizontal tank that is sold separately. Use model number 005269 when ordering. 

Duo-Tone option available for Valero bases only (select a frame color and a side panel color).

Add some glamour and pizzazz to your fire pit with Homecrest’s reflective fire jewelry!

MiX    MatcH

32” x 52” chat 

893252XCSH

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

36” x 60” chat 

893660XCSH

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” (shown)



slate natural series
A welcome addition to any outdoor space, Homecrest’s Slate fire table top 

features a rustic elegance that could only be inspired by nature. Cast from 

the pattern and texture of natural slate and produced using industry-leading 

technology, Homecrest Slate fire table tops are as beautifully authentic in 

appearance as they are tough and durable. These tops are a favorite on decks 

and patios across the country and mix seamlessly with pieces from our seating 

collections.
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42” coffee 

4642LSL

Valero Base

H: 19” (shown)

48” coffee 

4648LSL

Valero Base

H: 19”

30” chat

3430CSL

Nova Base

H: 24.5”

36” chat 

3436CSL

Nova Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

42” dining 

4642DSL

Valero Base

H: 27.5”

48” dining 

4648DSL

Valero Base

H: 27.5” (shown)

42” balcony 

4642BSL

Valero Base

H: 34.5”

48” balcony 

4648BSL

Valero Base

H: 34.5” (shown)

42” chat 

4642CSL

Valero Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

48” chat 

4648CSL

Valero Base

H: 24.5”

aurora base  Features a 3” natural edge profile.

nova & valero bases  Features a 1.5” natural edge profile.

Nova Base: Each fire table comes standard with a 12” round 30,000 BTU black burner, external key valve, 10 lbs of fire jewelry 

(select one color) and a black fire burner riser.

Valero Base: Each fire table comes standard with a 20” round 60,000 BTU black burner, external key valve and 20 lbs of fire 

jewelry (select one or two colors). Duo-Tone option is available (select a frame color and a side panel color).

32” x 52” coffee 

893252XLSL

Aurora Base

H: 19” (shown)

36” x 60” coffee 

893660XLSL

Aurora Base

H: 19” (shown)

Each fire table comes standard with a 12” x 24” rectangular 60,000 BTU black burner, external key valve, 20 lbs of fire jewelry 

(select one or two colors) and a black fire burner riser. 

73 - dune

available top & base colors

20 - sequoia 21 - drift 70 - char

Note: The fire burner is a stainless steel black powder-coated burner. View fire jewelry colors and additional accessories on 

page 18. The 19” coffee fire pit requires a horizontal tank that is sold separately. Use model number 005269 when ordering. 

Duo-Tone option available for Valero bases only (select a frame color and a side panel color).

Add some glamour and pizzazz to your fire pit with Homecrest’s reflective fire jewelry!

MiX    MatcH

32” x 52” chat 

893252XCSL

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

36” x 60” chat 

893660XCSL

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” (shown)



stonegate natural series
Featuring the dramatic beauty of natural rock, our popular Stonegate fire tables 

combine traditional elements with modern finishes for style and durability. 

Designed to withstand the elements and available in many shapes and heights, 

Stonegate fire table tops will create a retreat in your backyard. Its clean simplicity 

and straight-edge finish give Stonegate a trendy appearance and allow it to 

adapt to a wide range of design applications, whether traditional, contemporary, 

residential or commercial.
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42” coffee

8942SLSG

Aurora Base

H: 19” (shown)

42” chat

8942SCSG

Aurora Base

H: 24.5”

32” x 52” coffee

893252XLSG

Aurora Base

H: 19” (shown)

36” x 60” coffee

893660XLSG

Aurora Base

H: 19”

32” x 52” chat

893252XCSG

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” 

36” x 60” chat

893660XCSG

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

32” x 52” coffee

893252LSG

Aurora Base

H: 19” (shown)

36” x 60” coffee

893660LSG

Aurora Base

H: 19”

32” x 52” chat 

893252CSG

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” 

36” x 60” chat

893660CSG

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

42” coffee 

4642LSG

Valero Base

H: 19” (shown)

54” coffee 

4654LSG

Valero Base

H: 19”

30” chat

3430CSG

Nova Base

H: 24.5”

36” chat 

3436CSG

Nova Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

42” dining 

4642DSG

Valero Base

H: 27.5”

54” dining 

4654DSG

Valero Base

H: 27.5” (shown)

42” balcony 

4642BSG

Valero Base

H: 34.5”

54” balcony 

4654BSG

Valero Base

H: 34.5” (shown)

42” chat 

4642CSG

Valero Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

54” chat 

4654CSG

Valero Base

H: 24.5”

aurora base  Features a 3” straight edge profile.

nova & valero bases  Features a 2” straight edge profile.

Nova Base: Each fire table comes standard with a 12” round 30,000 BTU black burner, external key valve, 10 lbs of fire jewelry 

(select one color) and a black fire burner riser.

Valero Base: Each fire table comes standard with a 20” round 60,000 BTU black burner, external key valve and 20 lbs of fire 

jewelry (select one or two colors). Duo-Tone option is available (select a frame color and a side panel color).

Each fire table comes standard with a 20” round or 12” x 24” rectangular 60,000 BTU black burner, external key valve and 

20 lbs of fire jewelry (select one or two colors). The rectangular shaped fire pits come standard with a black fire burner riser.

71 - pebble

available top & base colors

74 - boulder 72 - midnight

Note: The fire burner is a stainless steel black powder-coated burner. View fire jewelry colors and additional accessories on 

page 18. The 19” coffee fire pit requires a horizontal tank that is sold separately. Use model number 005269 when ordering. 

Duo-Tone option available for Valero bases only (select a frame color and a side panel color).

Add some glamour and pizzazz to your fire pit with 

Homecrest’s reflective fire jewelry!

MiX    MatcH



timber natural series
Cast from beautiful reclaimed wood tables, our popular Timber collection is 

on-trend and timeless. Using the same technology we use in all Natural Series 

tables, we are able to achieve a look that is marvelously realistic while retaining 

the outstanding outdoor performance characteristics you expect from Homecrest. 

Warm up fireside with these gorgeous fire tables. Available in a variety of 

authentic colors that coordinate with your outdoor living space.
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42” coffee

8942SLTM

Aurora Base

H: 19” (shown)

42” chat

8942SCTM

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

32” x 52” coffee

893252XLTM 

Aurora Base

H: 19” (shown)

36” x 60” coffee

893660XLTM

Aurora Base

H: 19”

32” x 52” chat

893252XCTM 

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” 

36” x 60” chat

893660XCTM 

Aurora Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

42” coffee 

4642LTM

Valero Base

H: 19” (shown)

54” coffee 

4654LTM

Valero Base

H: 19”

30” chat

3430CTM

Nova Base

H: 24.5”

36” chat 

3436CTM

Nova Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

42” dining 

4642DTM

Valero Base

H: 27.5”

54” dining 

4654DTM

Valero Base

H: 27.5” (shown)

42” balcony 

4642BTM

Valero Base

H: 34.5”

54” balcony 

4654BTM

Valero Base

H: 34.5” (shown)

42” chat 

4642CTM

Valero Base

H: 24.5” (shown)

54” chat 

4654CTM

Valero Base

H: 24.5”

aurora base  Features a 3” straight edge profile.

nova & valero bases  Features a 1.75” straight edge profile.

Nova Base: Each fire table comes standard with a 12” round 30,000 BTU black burner, external key valve, 10 lbs of fire jewelry 

(select one color) and a black fire burner riser.

Valero Base: Each fire table comes standard with a 20” round 60,000 BTU black burner, external key valve and 20 lbs of fire 

jewelry (select one or two colors). Duo-Tone option is available (select a frame color and a side panel color).

Each fire table comes standard with a 20” round or 12” x 24” rectangular 60,000 BTU black burner, external key valve and 

20 lbs of fire jewelry (select one or two colors). The rectangular-shaped fire pits come standard with a black fire burner riser.

Note: The fire burner is a stainless steel black powder-coated burner. View fire jewelry colors and additional accessories on 

page 18. The 19” coffee fire pit requires a horizontal tank that is sold separately. Use model number 005269 when ordering. 

Duo-Tone option available for Valero bases only (select a frame color and a side panel color).

Add some glamour and pizzazz to your fire pit with 

Homecrest’s reflective fire jewelry!

MiX    MatcH

73 - dune

available top & base colors

20 - sequoia 21 - drift 70 - char



Take customization one step further with Homecrest fire table accessories. With 

several fire jewelry options to choose from, including lazy susan and fire bowl lid 

options, our fire tables will bring your outdoor space to life!

outdoor accessories

54” round

005108

H: 19”

fire table & fire burner covers

42” square

005106

H: 19”

42” round

005369

H: 19”

32” x 52” eye

005983

H: 19”

005598

(Use this 1 lb hose and 
regulator kit for in-store 
demonstrations.)

regulator kit lp tank

horizontal lp tank

005269 - 20 lbs
(Use with all 19" height fire 
pits, sold separately.)

22” round

91004

Fire Burner Cover
Smooth Aluminum

36” x 60” rectangle

006138

H: 19”

005561 round

H: 6.75” W: 22.5” D: 22.5”
(Recommended to use in 
windy environments.)

glass guards

14” x 26.25” rectangle

91006

Fire Burner Cover
Smooth Aluminum

006086 rectangle

H: 5.8” W: 28.3” D: 15.5”
(Recommended to use in 
windy environments.)

36” x 60” eye

005109

H: 19”

32” x 52” rectangle

006139

H: 19”

12” round

91007

Fire Burner Cover
Smooth Aluminum
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Our reflecive fire glass is more vibrant, more brilliant and cleaner than almost every other brand in the industry. Our unique 

method of producing fire glass reduces the amount of fine glass powder created during the more-popular tumbling process 

used by most companies in the industry. By reducing fine glass powder, this method positively affects the performance of 

your burner and brings out the brilliance of your fire glass. Our jewel-like glass crystals will last a lifetime without burning, 

melting, emitting toxic fumes or discoloring. 

Note: Each fire table comes with any two 10 lb bags (your choice of one or two colors). Nova base fire pits come with one 10 lb 

bag and only allow for one color selection. When ordering fire jewelry individually (without a fire table), use the six-digit model 

number. When ordering fire jewelry with a fire table, use the two-digit color code number that is above the color name. 

fire jewelry - 1/4” glass

Note: Lazy susans can be purposed as a fire burner cover. Be sure to specify the top or frame finish color when ordering 

the metal lazy susan and the color name when ordering the Stonegate lazy susans.

91005 - pebble

H: 1.5” W: 24” D: 24”

91005 - boulder

H: 1.5” W: 24” D: 24”

91005 - midnight

H: 1.5” W: 24” D: 24”

lazy susans

22” round

91003
Smooth Aluminum

trasH receptacles

35 gallon 

92002 - Painted Steel

H: 33.75” W: 18.5" D: 18.5"

35 gallon 

92001 - Stainless Steel

H: 33.75” W: 18.5" D: 18.5"

recycling lid

92003 - Black Plastic

Note: Each trash receptacle comes standard with a black, plastic lid that features a 20" opening, an anchor kit and a cable 

that secures the lid during windy conditions. The protective vinyl coating on the base ring prevents finish damage. A recycling 

lid with two openings for bottles/cans is available for purchase. The 92002 trash receptacle is available in any frame finish. 

34 - niko

available fraMe finisHes

52 - cognac 04 - sedona 05 - hickory 28 - carbon 88 - storm 84 - onyx 35 - glacier

13

crystal ice

006117

20

platinum

006124

Reflective

16

copper

006120

Reflective

14

bronze

006118

Reflective

19

midnight 

black

006123

Reflective

15

gunmetal

006119

Reflective

17

sapphire

006121

Reflective

18

caribbean

blue

006122

Reflective



With its Made in America qual ity and comfort , its design innovation and 
incomparable styl ing, fabr ic and f inish options, Homecrest outdoor furniture is pr oud 

t o be an iconic American brand that continues t o be designed, engineered and 
manufactured r ight here in t he USA.

made in the usa

Need help visualizing your Homecrest furniture? Visit the Interactive Design 

Center at design.homecrest.com to create the look that fits your style!                          

Colors are representations. Please refer to an actual sample.

www.homecrest.com

Corporate Offices & Manufacturing • 1250 Homecrest Avenue, Wadena, MN 56482

©2018, Homecrest Outdoor Living, LLC. • All Rights Reserved. Homecrest reserves the right to make product changes.
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